Cut Off Press K-Ter Kutter Series 4

- Two ton press
- Toggle action press is quiet, accurate, fast and maintenance free
- This design also insures that the open and closed heights remain constant from cycle to cycle
- This machine is well suited for cutting all of your panels and accessories in excess of 200 feet per minute
- Standard features include:
  - Centralized lubrication, including die lubrication
  - Air over hydraulic die clamping
  - Interlocked gates for easy access on four sides
  - Side load tooling
  - Linear rails and bearings on the carriage
- Take off rolls used to continue moving the cut product out of the K-Ter Kutter enclosure
- Take Off Rolls feature
  - Variable speed drive
  - Upper wheels are easily adjustable

Dual K-Ter Kutter

- This machine is designed for much higher speeds:
  - speeds as high as 300 feet per minute
- The material is cut to length without taking the traditional ¼” wide slug out across the panel
- Guaranteed length control so that you are not shipping material without get paid for it